
Artist:Â Bendix HarmsVenue:Â Nino Mier, Los AngelesExhibition Title:Â Reversed Evolutionâ€”How it feels to be MamonDate: September 12 â€“ October 17, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press
release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Nino Mier, Los AngelesPress Release:Who is MAMON?Mamon is the new leader of our Danish farm Ã˜sterfÃ¦lden &#8211; a cow-cat as a: weapon, a
performer, a chief of forest, a melancholiac, a powerplant, a defender, a wanderer, a peacemaker, a connoisseur, a beauty, an h-bomb, an ignorant, a tactician, a killer, a yes-sayer, a charmer, a 48-name-cat, a no-sayer,
a multi-radar-tracker &#8211; a huge conterpart &#8211; big enough to host the whole world inside her black and white body and impressing enough to be thrown back into the evolution: being Mamon. A perfect
foundation for delivering continuously images to me &#8211; the Concrete- Contentist from Germany &#8211; because she is able to operate as a determiner and decisionsmaker â€“ sending precise orders to my
brainâ€“ as all my chosen and painted subjects do.It feels like being a reciever of commands that can only be processed, when the relationship between me and the subject climbs on a steel-like level &#8211; achieved
through love, hate, overmotivated behavior, unexpected physiognomies, humans who put names to things and animals who put names to thingsâ€¦. then the subject overtakes the command-center &#8211; like my wife
Mari with her square-built-rascal-face, the blackcap bird with his concrete-grey body and his unscrewed black monkâ€˜s head or Rufus the black cat &#8211; the former owner of the farm we bought in Denmark â€“ and
now the new owner: MAMON.All are able to determine, and all are able to be formally reduced for generating a repeatable stamp &#8211; in my brain and on the canvas. These stamps let my right arm work like a
machine &#8211; equipped with any kind of spatulas and scrapers, liquids for dripping and paint tubes for squeezing out words and linear elements.The selected subject shouts his precise orders: generate me only in that
way, because itâ€˜s adequate for me, its adequate for your paint, for your tools and for art-history &#8211; in the end of an artistâ€˜s life only one thing matters: the difference of the work in relation to history.For me it felt
like a liberation from the traditional expressive brushstroke, because each new painting could start differently: dripped, scratched, thickly spackled -completed in one session or in 100 sessionsâ€¦.the narrative motif is the
decisionmaker, and my job is to paint them in order to make them speak.Bendix Harms, August 20th, Ã˜sterfÃ¦lden, DenmarkLink: Bendix Harms at Nino MierThe post Bendix Harms at Nino Mier first appeared on
Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Richard HawkinsVenue:Â Galerie Buchholz, BerlinDate: September 11 â€“ October 2, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the
jump.Images:Images courtesy of Galerie Buchholz, BerlinPress Release:Richard Hawkins (*1961 in Mexia) moved out of Texas for art school in Los Angeles in 1986. Then, after a few years of writing experimental fiction,
he began a career in art that would contain all of American culture in its erotic death grip.As a painter, Hawkins often swims in different directions &#8211; mining art history, as he has over the past two decades, to create
surrealist, tragicomic scenes of gay cruising zones and exotic hustler bars. He also mines literature for inspiration, character cameos, and excerpts of text inserted directly onto his canvases.Hawkins new group of
paintings for his 11th solo exhibition at Galerie Buchholz are brightly colored compositions that contain a constellation of subjects as varied as the celebrity hunk Nick Jonas, the boxer Canelo Alvarez, Justin Bieber, Adam
Driver, but also Death in Veniceâ€™s Gustav von Aschenbach as played by Dirk Bogarde or Alain Delon as Baron de Charlus from Swann in love. Two of these paintings include snippets of poetry from the decadent
Victorian writer Algernon Charles Swinburne.These new works originate out of the mindset of collage, the medium that is central to Richard Hawkins entire artists practice, but which is here emphatically transformed into
painting. Hawkinsâ€™ subjects seem to dissolve in glowing, even fluorescent colors, and alongside his ensemble of reoccurring characters painterly references appear: butterflies by Odilon Redon, a dried sunflower and
secreting opium bulbs, a head by John Graham, abstract shapes by Joan Miro, and translucent outlines by Francis Picabia.A new artist book by Richard Hawkins has just been published by Fridericianum, Kassel on the
occasion of their Forrest Bess exhibition (co-published with Koenig Books). Hawkins is also featured in the forthcoming anthology The Age of Collage Vol. 3, published by Gestalten, Berlin. Galerie Buchholz would like to
thank Christopher Bollen, whose writing on Richard Hawkins for Interview Magazineâ€™s Spring 2020 issue we borrowed from for this press release.Link: Richard Hawkins at Galerie BuchholzThe post Richard Hawkins
at Galerie Buchholz first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.In case you&#8217;d like to spend a while absorbed in the universe of a single artist&#8217;s practice, you might like to visitÂ Contemporary Art Quarterly,
where we publish deep archives of the work of individual artists.This week, we&#8217;re featuring the archive ofÂ Corinne Wasmuht, where you can find documentation of 20 projects by the German artist.The post
Contemporary Art Quarterly: Corinne Wasmuht first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Lila de MagalhaesVenue:Â Lulu, Mexico CityExhibition Title:Â Spank the SkyDate: September 19 â€“ November 14,
2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Lulu, Mexico CityPress Release:Lulu is pleased to present a solo exhibition of the
Brazilian-Swiss, Los Angeles-based artist Lila de Magalhaes.Known for working with embroidered textiles, ceramics, wool and video, Lila de Magalhaesâ€™ practice draws its unique pictorial language from a variety of
sources. These include everything from her unconventional education at Waldorf schools in Switzerland to the illustrations of childrenâ€™s books, Japanese textile design, and European Symbolism, among other things.
Playful, erotic, and optically opulent, her meticulously crafted works are populated by a host of ethereal, fluid bodiesâ€“ human, animal, insect, fairy, angel and otherwiseâ€“ which infernally frolic with the absorbing, richly
detailed abandon of a Brueghel painting.For her show at Lulu, entitled Spank the Sky,Â the terrestrial and the celestial, loam and ether, worms and angels, and all that is in between are collapsed together and made to
commingle in order to create her teeming universe. The simple soft underground dweller and winged, if imaginary creatures are all invited to conjointly cavort in this singular body of work, which consists entirely of
embroidered works on dyed fabrics. In making this work, Magalhaes drew upon her own â€œhippie pagan sun and earth worshipâ€• childhood and the catholic faith of her grandparents. She was also inspired by the
Metropolitan Cathedral in Mexico City, whose vast, majestic and symbolically heavenward striving is always contravened by its battle against gravity, as it sinks deeper and deeper into the earth (famously constructed on a
land-filled lake, the Cathedral, like much of Mexico Cityâ€™s Centro, is literally sinking). This motion of simultaneously reaching up and descending downward is reflected in the exhibitionâ€™s title Spank the Sky, an
impossible enterprise, which implies a variety of contradictory moods, such as wanting to corporeally punish the above for afflicting us with this earthly life while also invoking a kind of absurd kinkiness.Lila de Magalhaes
(b. 1986, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil) lives and works in Los Angeles. She holds an MFA from the University of Southern California and a BA from Glasgow School of Art, Glasgow, UK. Recent solo and two-person exhibitions
include Palace of Errors, Deli Gallery, New York; Cupid of Chaos, Ghebaly Gallery, LA; A Soft Flea, Mutt. R, LA; Remote Control, Abode, LA; Exhibition (10), SPF15, San Diego; and Motorfruit, Blood Gallery, NY. She has
appeared as well in numerous group exhibitions, including Porch Gallery, Ojai; Company Gallery, NY; Freedman Fitzpatrick, LA; FranÃ§ois Ghebaly, LA; ltd los angeles, LA; Steve Turner, LA, PANE Project, Milan; Julius
Caesar, Chicago; and 356 Mission, LA.Link: Lila de Magalhaes at LuluThe post Lila de Magalhaes at Lulu first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Rivane NeuenschwanderVenue:Â Tanya Bonakdar, New
YorkExhibition Title:Â Tropics: Damned, Orgasmic and DevotedDate: September 10 â€“ October 24, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images
courtesy of the artist and Tanya Bonakdar Gallery, New York / Los Angeles. Photos by Pierre Le Hors.Press Release:Tanya Bonakdar Gallery is pleased to announce Tropics: Damned, Orgasmic and Devoted, a solo
exhibition of new work by Rivane Neuenschwander in New York, September 10 &#8211; October 24, 2020.Featuring tapestries, paintings, and drawings, as well as an installation of found and modified postcards, the
presentation explores themes of fear, sexuality, politics and violence. Drawing upon myriad cultural references, Neuenschwander delves into the public and private vulnerabilities that have led to a deleterious surge in
nationalism and polarization around the globe.The title of the exhibition, inspired by poet Hilda Hilstâ€™s Poemas Malditos, Gozosos e Devotos (1984), precisely reflects the current sociopolitical context in
Neuenschwanderâ€™s native Brazil, but could easily apply to most post-colonial cultures around the world: a tropical setting damned throughout history as a colony of external power; orgasmic, as the role of exotic
fantasy is projected upon its people; and devoted, throughout history, to dubious organized religion and faith movements. This title directly corresponds to a new series of large-scale tapestries and paintings that are
based on the aesthetic of 17th century Japanese erotic wood cuts and inspired by Cordel folk literature popular in the Brazilian Northeast region. Scenes of violence are depicted in vivid colors and soft curving forms.
Human bodies and anthropomorphic creatures intertwine in a brutal tug and pull, where phalluses, vulvas, and other bodily features are wrestling in muddy puddles of blood. For Neuenschwander, fear is fundamental to
mapping the myriad of ways in which authoritarian governments come to power, and the necropolitics they employ in order to maintain it. Investigating how emotions can be weaponized as tools of control and
contamination, Tropics: Damned, Orgasmic and Devoted unveils the mechanism used to perpetuate political dominance. The tapestries&#8217; beauty and their skillful craftsmanship emphasize the ambiguity of attraction
and repulsion, of aesthetics and violence.Since 2013, Neuenschwander has developed a broad research on childrenâ€™s fears through projects held in London, Rio de Janeiro, BogotÃ¡, among other cities. Her interest
in the theme is anchored in a long-term practice of psychoanalysis, but leads to further consideration of fear as an affectation to be manipulated in the political arena. Constituencies are infantilized, as truth and reality are
treated as subjective by authoritarian regimes. Ã€ espreita is a new series of black and white works on paper that reflect an evolution of the artistâ€™s exploration of childhood fears and anxieties. Simple drawings by
children were abstracted and converted by the artist into silhouettes, projected as oversized forms in previously exhibited installations. Transformed once again into more intimately framed works on paper, these shadowy
forms have been inverted as white figures onto a black ground, appearing as ghosts or spirits. â€œÃ€ espreitaâ€• is a term in Portuguese which means to be â€œon the lookoutâ€•, or â€œwatchingâ€•, specifically in the
sense of the hunter or hunted. At a moment of universal tension and anxiety, these drawings represent our shared state of being, confronting an invisible enemy, as both predator and prey.In the rear gallery, the work Fear
of formally weaves together the drawings, paintings and tapestries, embodying the universal fears of todayâ€™s society, and therefore, its vulnerabilities. Hand written text and scrawled images are reproduced in
embroidery and paint, reading: Fear of virus, Fear of sadness, Fear of war, Fear of hunger, Fear of the end of the world.Finally, a large installation of vintage postcards and text, The Order and Method, is based on
Jean-Luc Godardâ€™s Les Carabiniers from 1963. The story follows the journey 
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